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ABSTRACT 

Industrial need for expertise in automatic control of process plants is constantly on the rise due to increase in 

population and complexity of industrial production processes. Fresh graduates are therefore required to acquire 

skills and firsthand experience in process control including Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) development 

and programming. In this paper, we prove that the hands-on training experience delivered to student through the 

real industrial automated systems designed and built in SUPMTI PLC laboratory is more adequate to improve 

graduate employability more efficiently than existing laboratories. The evaluation of the proposed teaching 

method and equipment is achieved through proper comparison with existing methodologies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The integration of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA),actuators, preactuators, sensors and 

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) into manufacturing processes requires engineers with technical skills and 

expertise in control and automation for successful system development[1]. Therefore, a modern engineering 

programmewhere automation-related courses are taught should place utmost importance on practical laboratory 

sessions in PLC programming and its industrial applications. In recent years, design and development of PLC 

laboratory workbenches have gained considerable significance in the literature in the quest for the best teaching 

strategy and equipment. A conveyor belt system that is fed by a loader system from a magazine in form of a line 

in a factory has been developed as an experimental setup in [2] for PLC education. Paper [3] proposed the 

development of a portable PLC-based training kit for industrial automation course in UNITEN Malaysia.The 

development of an embedded PLC for teaching mechatronics students with LabVIEW software is proposed in [4]. 

These laboratory setups in [2]–[4] are based on an Arduino Uno, a NodeMCU - ESP8266 and ARM 

Microcontroller respectively, which are not designed to adapt to the electromagnetically turbulent industrial 

environment. This consequently means that the students are not introduced to commercial software used inreal 

industrial automation. 

Yilmaz et al [5] in their paper designed a compact experimental set for PLC education based of the Siemens S7-

200 CPU 212 PLC. With the integrated experiment components, there is no need for external equipment for 

experiments, students only write PLC codes and need less wiring in the experiment. This has the advantage of 

making laboratory experiment electrically safer. However, aside the use of an outdated PLC, the students are 

deprived of the experience of hands-on training, which renders the equipment educationally inefficient. The same 

PLC type is employed in [6], where two automated workbenches: an elevator and a metal ball carrier experimental 

setup were developed with the advantage of hands-on learning in a PLC laboratory. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of PLC in industrial automated systems 

In the Technical University of Catalonia [7], an automation laboratory platform consisting of a flexible 

manufacturing cell available through the internet was developed for e-learning-based courses. However, the 

students are not given the opportunity to engage in wiring and SCADA development is not treated. Programmable 

logic controller has been employed in a test system and supervisory control and data acquisition application for 

thermoelectric generators [8]. The authors in [9] introduced a cement production control education simulation 

system built on PLC. The authors in [1] developed an educational mechatronics laboratory that encourages multi-

disciplinary hands-on engineering discovery within team settings. A traditional conveyor system, a distributed 

servomotor-based conveyor application controlled by Allen–Bradley PLCs (MicroLogix 1000 and 1500) and 

robotic arms for material handling for the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Clemson University were 

presented. A thorough description was given in [10] of a water pumping wireless control system designed for 

production plants implemented in an experimental setup in a laboratory. While these setups are interesting, no 

attention was paid to teaching methodology and laboratory sessions. 

 

Figure 2. PLC scanning opération 

In [11], a PLC in process control computers education was described but with focus on web interface for 

monitoring and surveillance. To improve students’ understanding of connections between PLC station 

components, the authors in [12] designed and upgraded their existing PLC training kit by adding more output 

modules. The experimental PLC setup produced by the authors in [13] reduces the total cost to cover experiments 

and reduces the average time spent on the practical sessions. However, little attention is paid to teaching and no 

real-world industrial scenario was developed to enhance the learning of the course. An educational platform for 

working with PLC is developed in [14] with very few real-world industrial hardware resources. Saracin et al [15] 

presented the use of the TM221CE16R and TM241CEC24R programmable machines and the HMISTU855 

machine-machine interface as an educational platform dedicated to the study of PLC and the Human Machine 

Interface. Real-world industrial setup, logic formulation or conception methodology are however not included. 

This paper focuses on improving the effectiveness of PLC teaching techniques and materials. Care is taken to 

implement a PLC laboratory including a real-life industrial process setup, Siemens PLC, industrial network 

protocols, and several sensors and actuators for use in a control laboratory. 

The main contributions of this paper are: 

i. In addition to simulation, students are provided real-life industrial equipment for hands-on learning; 

ii. This paper proposes industry validated learning strategy that enhances continuous integration based on 

GRAFCET-Ladder methodology; 

iii. A relatively cheaper laboratory with equipment sourced locally is proposed; 

iv. Efficiency and suitability of the proposed methodis verified through comparison with other techniques. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section II gives a general overview of the PLC; a conception 

methodology and the organization of the laboratory are detailed in III and IV respectively; Sections V and VI 

present the two workbenches proposed; and a short conclusion is given at the end of the paper. 
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Figure 3. GRAFCET-Ladder Conception methodology 

 

Figure 4. Layout of the designed PLC laboratory 
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PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER (PLC) 

As indicated in figure 1, the PLC is a programmable electronic device adapted for industrial environment and 

ensures the control of industrial processes through the execution of user-programmed instructions. The PLC is 

equipped with several input and output terminals which enable it to read information from sensors and energize 

actuators or preactuators respectively. The terminals may contain both digital or analog inputs and outputs 

depending of the design of the PLC.It is also provided with different accessible memory types for user program 

and user data. The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is responsible for logic and arithmetic operations. As illustrated 

in fig.  2, the PLC operation is referred to as “scanning” in which the input terminal states are read followed by a 

decision-making through reading of program memory. Finally, the output terminals are updated (energized or de-

energized) according to the logic results of the program. Dedicated software environment proprietary to each PLC 

manufacturer and compactible with conventional computers enable users to develop the control programs, 

simulate and transfer the codes to the PLC program memory. In the two labs, Simatic Manager software and its 

upgraded version TIA Portal both from Siemens will be explored to acquaint the students with industrial PLC 

programing using GRAFCET and Ladder diagrams. 

 

Figure 5. Example of input and output wiring on the Switches and Lamps workbench 

PLC’s communication with computers for programming, other PLCs, and Remote Terminal Units (RTU) is 

usually through MPI, Ethernet, Profibus, Modbus or their combinations. The laboratory has been designed to 

familiarize students with MPI and Profibus in the first laboratory setup. The second laboratory presents the 

opportunity for students to acquire firsthand experience in configuration of communications with Ethernet 

protocol on an S7 1200 Siemens PLC. 

GRAFCET AND LADDER  

Control, Automation or Industrial Engineers are usually presented with only the functional specifications of the 

automated system project in form of texts. It is therefore imperative to follow a conception strategy with a clear, 

useful and easily modifiable representation of the specification in order to enhance project development. Several 

conception methodologies have been proposed in the literature like state machine[16], UML or SysML[17],flow 

diagram[3], [8], [10], FBD[18], IEC6113[19]. While these techniques enjoy different degrees of ease of 

implementation, they are not readily helpful in diagnosis and continuous integration. The state machine is not 

suitable for complex systems with many variable because it becomes cumbersome and not easily understandable. 

The UML/SysML generate abstract models that require a considerable level of expertise. For the flow diagram 

methodology, there is not defined methodology for translating it to a language that can be programmed on the 

PLC. Employing FBD or a single IEC 6113 does not guarantee easy continuous integration and diagnosis. 
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Figure 6. Implemented Switches and Lamps workbench 

The conception methodology proposed in this work is the GRAFCET-Ladder technique illustrated in fig.  3. It 

entails GRAFCET, a graphical representation of the operations of the automated system, often used in describing 

sequential processes. It is useful for detailed study and eventual update of the project before the functioning of the 

system is translated to and programmed in LADDER logic language. Although GRAFCET is like other PLC 

programming languages (e.g., Sequential Function Chart, function block diagram, structured text, and instruction 

list) that have been standardized per IEC 1131-3 in addition to ladder logic and can be programmed directly into 

the PLC, in this laboratory, it serves solely the purpose of detailed project study. The merits of this methodology 

in teaching conception over others is that at a glance, integration of new system functionalities and diagnosis in 

case of malfunctions during project testing phase can graphically be executed easily on the GRAFCET before 

reprogramming in the PLC. Other important advantage of this methodology over others is the ease and precision 

with which the number of variables can be easily determined on the grafcet for quick coding. 

 

Figure 7. Synoptic diagram of the Automatic Water Filler System 

In the lab, the students are given comprehensive lessons on GRAFCET with examples ranging from simple to-

and-fro movement of trolleys to automated water filler system. After the students have conveniently grasped the 

notion of translation of functional specifications to Grafcet with reasonable number of exercises passed during 

first assessment test, they proceed to Ladder diagram design. The class is dedicated to translating Grafcet to Ladder 

diagrams. The students are frequently required to incorporate new functionalities to the system, update the grafcet, 

code and simulate using Simatic Manager software. If the code does not function properly during simulation, they 

are referred first to the grafcet, then to the Ladder diagrams for diagnosis until precise operation is obtained. The 

final code can then be downloaded in the PLC for physical testing. 
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LABORATORY ORGANIZATION 

To enhance collaboration and teamwork, students form a team of five on a computer workstation containing the 

dedicated software from Siemens. There are two PLC workbenches: ‘Switches and Lamps’ PLC station is 

employed in lab 1 and the ‘Automatic Water Filler’ PLC station in lab 2. The topology of the laboratory is 

described in fig.  4. For lab 1, a single MPI cable is provided. When needed, each student team takes turn to 

download in to the S7 300 PLC to control the  ‘Switches and Lamps’ PLC station. Lab 2 has a different 

configuration. Every student computer workstation is connected to an Ethernet switch via Ethernet cables. The 

switch is in turn connect to the S7 1200 PLC to control the ‘Automatic Water Filler’ PLC station. To avoid water 

spilling on the delicate components, the control circuit is delocalized from the mobile frame of the filler system. 

The main frame is equipped with rollers for easy movement and can be rendered immobile with clips on the 

rollers. 

 

Figure 8. Basic GRAFCET of the Automatic Water Filler System 

LAB 1: SWITCHES AND LAMPS PLC STATION 

The setup 

This workbench features a power switch, an S7 314C 2 DP, a 220 VAC to 24 VDC power converter from Siemens, 

and a variety of digital I/O components including push buttons, bi-stable switches, colored lamps, inductive and 

capacitive proximity sensors as shown in fig 5. 

The PLC is programmed on Windows-based computer workstations using the dedicated software package Simatic 

Manager, which provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for creation of the ladder logic “networks”. The proper 

functioning of every logic operation to be programmed is first tested using the inbuilt simulation software 

PLCSim. The program is transferred from the computer to the PLC through the provided MPI adapter cable.  

Students are, first, made to understand how switches, proximity sensors and lamp’s function. Then, the wiring of 

each type of component on the station is demonstrated to the students using the concept of closed circuit and the 

internal schematics of the input and output terminals of the PLC shown in fig.  6. Each team of students on a 

computer workstation generally consisting of five students is required to rewire the equipment to the PLC while 

ensuring the tidiness of the overall setup. The tutors however verify every step in the wiring process to avoid 

wrong connections. 

Objectives of Lab 1 

The educational objectives of the “switches and lamps” PLC station experiment are to: (i) understand PLC 

architecture; (ii) acquire first hands-on experience on digital I/O wiring; (iii) master the concept of normally 

closed/ normally open switches and their representations in Ladder logic diagram (iv) demonstrate simple logic 

operations including memorization or latching; (v) master counter and timer operations; and (vi) design a simple 

sequential process e.g.  “Traffic light” using grafcet. 

Laboratory Procedure  

Students are handed a booklet containing laboratory steps to follow when in practical sessions on the Switches 

and Lamps PLC station. An example of such procedures is as follows: 

i. Identify each component in the station. Which are inputs and which are outputs? 

ii. Identify and differentiate between monostable and bistable switches. 

iii. Find the operating voltage of each component. 
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iv. Connect a push button available on the station to a PLC input and verify with the teacher. 

v. Connect a lamp available on the station to a PLC output and verify with the teacher. 

vi. Find the reference number of the PLC in order to perform the hardware configuration using the Simatic 

Manager software. 

vii. The supplied MPI cable serves to connect the Siemens PLC to the programming station. Connect the 

PLC to the PC and establish a connection using the Simatic Manager software. 

viii. Pressing the push button connected to the PLC in step (iv) turns on the lamp connected in step (v). Write 

the program in LADDER language. 

ix. Load the code into the PLC and check the correct functioning of your program with the teacher. 

x. Plug in the other buttons and lamps as well as the proximity sensors and buzzer,  

xi. Write the code that turns them on, load the program into the PLC and check operation with the teacher. 

For example, energize the buzzer when the inductive proximity sensor detects a metallic substance.  

xii. Verify the proper functioning of your program with the teacher. 

LAB 2: AUTOMATIC WATER FILLER SYSTEM SETUP 

The setup 

The Automatic Water Filler is designed to give students practical control experience on a real industrial automated 

system. It consists of  a220VAC water pump feeding two tanks from a larger water reservoir as illustrated in fig.  

7. A normally open solenoid valve each is installed on the water pipe leading to each tank to allow or obstruct the 

flow of water into each tank depending on the level of water in the tank. Two water level sensors (floater) are 

installed in each tank to relay high water level (HL1 for tank 1 and HL2 for tank 2) and low water level (LL1 for 

tank 1 and LL2 for tank 2) signals to an S7 1214 DC/DC/DC Siemens PLC. Whenever the water level in a tank 

is low (LL1 or LL2 open), the pump and the corresponding solenoid valve are energized to pump water into the 

tank until it is filled (HL1 or HL2 closed).A third sensor named ‘ML2’ is placed at the middle of tank 2.It will be 

explored in evaluation session and in normal lab sessions when there is need to quickly get high water level signal. 

 

Figure 9. Wiring of the components of the Automatic Water Filler system to the PLC 

On the frame of the system is implemented a physical dashboard consisting of:  

i. a green button to enable the automatic control of the system; 

ii. a red button to put the system in stop mode; 

iii. an emergency stop button to be pushed and pulled when there is a fault and when the fault is cleared 

respectively; 

iv. a green lamp to indicate when the system is running; 

v. a red lamp to indicate when the system is in stop mode; and 

vi. a buzzer to signal fault mode. 
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Figure 10. The Automatic Water Filler system implemented in the laboratory 

The grafcet describing the basic operation of the Automatic Water Filler is presented in fig.  8.As an advanced 

level session, students will be shown how ana level sensor in the reservoir, an emergency and a buzzer button can 

be incorporated in the system and programmed to enhance the safety of the setup. The wiring of the equipment to 

the PLC is presented in fig. 9. Figure 10 presents an image of the implemented system in the laboratory. 

Objectives of Lab 2 

The expected pedagogical aims of this laboratory experiment for the students are to: 

i. control a complete industrial process; 

ii. explore sensors, preactuators, actuators, and PLC integration issues; 

iii. interpret technical specifications and represent them in grafcet;  

iv. elaborate and program the corresponding ladder diagram 

v. handle fault mode and fault clearance in real-life industrial scenario; 

vi. learn security measures to take when designing an automated system. 

vii. Familiarize student with the new range of S7 1200 PLCs 

viii. interface PLC to high-power equipment using preactuators; 

ix. Ethernet communication protocol and Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) Portal Software; 

Laboratory Procedure 

i. Identify each component and its operating voltage. 

ii. Give the GRAFCET necessary to control a filling station with onlytank 1. The system fills the container 

as soon as the water reaches a low level. 

iii. Modify the GRAFCET designed in step 2 to take the second container (tank 2) into consideration.  

iv. List the inputs and outputs to determine how many PLC physical inputs and outputs are neededin this 

project. An example is given in the table below. 

v. Wire the components to the PLC and check with the teacher. 

vi. Find the reference number of the PLC provided in order to perform the hardware configuration under the 

Simatic Manager software. 

vii. Connect the PLC to the programming computer using the Ethernet cable. 

viii. Carry out the hardware configuration and establish a connection using the TIA Portal software. 

ix. Translate the GRAFCET from step (iii) into ladder diagram. 

x. Create the program in TIA Portal. 

xi. Load the program into the PLCSIM and check that it works in simulation with the teacher. 

xii. Load the program into the API and check that it works with the teacher. 

Table 1. List of inputs and outputs in the project 

Inputs Address on PLC Outputs Address on PLC 

Green button E 0.0 pump A 0.0 

… … … … 
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CONCLUSIONS 

As advances in the automation industry become more popular, PLC education becomes more important in every 

industry related engineering courses in the universities. The automated systems laboratory presented in this project 

is designed in “EcoleSupérieure de Management, de Télécommunicationetd’Informatique Rabat (SUPMTI)” and 

proposed for implementation in the “InstitutSupérieur des Métiers de l’Energie(ISME) de Nouakchott”. The 

GRAFCET-Ladder teaching methodology elaborated favourscontinuous integration and easy debugging. The 

laboratory bridges the gap between industrial needs and university graduates by providing hands-on training with 

concrete industrial examples to a class containing 30 students grouped in 6 teams of 5 students each to facilitate 

student collaboration. Details of laboratory sessions procedures, equipment and learning methods are elaborated 

in this paper. 
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